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Synopsis:
Julianne counts the days until she can pack her bags and leave her old-money, tradition-bound Southern 
town where appearance is everything and secrecy is a way of life. A piano virtuoso, she dreams of attending 
a prestigious music school in Boston. Failure is not an option, so she enlists the help of New England 
Conservatory graduate Isaac Laroche.

Julianne can’t understand why Isaac suddenly gave up Boston’s music scene to return to the South. He Julianne can’t understand why Isaac suddenly gave up Boston’s music scene to return to the South. He 
doesn’t know her life depends on escaping it before she inherits her mother’s madness. Isaac knows he 
must resist his attraction to a student ten years his junior, but loneliness and jealousy threaten his resolve.

Their indiscretion at a Mardi Gras ball—the pinnacle event for Mobile’s elite—forces their present wants and 
needs to collide with sins of the past.

Praise:

“A heart-rending, romantic, and compulsively readable debut.” –R.A. Nelson, author of “A heart-rending, romantic, and compulsively readable debut.” –R.A. Nelson, author of Teach Me and 
Throat

“In keeping with the Southern traditions showcased in this book, WANT is a stunning debutante.” –Joyce 
Scarbrough, author of True Blue Forever and Different Roads

“A powerful masterpiece of a story exploring tough issues, sweet love, and high stakes; a whopper of a 
coming of age novel.”–Aubrie Dionne, author of A New Dawn series
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